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WOW! What a wonderful evening the attendees
of the AAA/CAA Eastern Conference enjoyed all
due to SPINPHONY.
Spinphony was refreshing and engaging and
played to our group which responded with great
enthusiasm. Everyone enjoyed your great song
selections with such incredible variety...from
classics to rock to popular standards...all woven
together seamlessly. We've been putting on this
conference for 17 years and know that most
guests depart after dessert but not this year!
Spinphony had them wanting more and more!
Jack Byrnes, Ceo AAA/CAA
We had the great pleasure of having Spinphony
perform at two of our major events over the past
year and both times they were SPECTACULAR!
Our attendees were blown away by their HIGH
ENERGY PERFORMANCES and distinctive spin
on different genres of music, blending classical
hits with pop and rock. These AMAZING and
uniquely talented virtuosic string players, along
with their DJ, embody a refreshing sound that is
nothing like anything you have experienced
before. We received so many compliments and
inquiries from our group praising Spinphony and
wanting to know who they were. I would highly
recommend them for your next event! You won’t
be disappointed!
Marilyn G. Hunter, CMP Director, Meetings &
Special Events National Association of Chain
Drug Stores

Spinphony is mesmerizing and was the highlight
of our awards dinner! The blend of modern and
classical music with a dynamic show meant that
not a person left the room and it appealed to our
entire group. I received compliment after
compliment about this year’s event being one of
the best ever. The only down side of working with
Spinphony is you won’t know how to top them for
your next event.
Nicole Brusewitz, Mountain West Credit Union
Spinphony was absolutely amazing! We had seen
them perform at other events and knew they
were the answer to raising the bar at our annual
fundraiser. Brett and the other Spinphony ladies
were very easy to work with and affordable for us
as a nonprofit. At the event itself, they were quite
literally the highlight of the night. We have been
throwing events for 15 years in Denver and have
never had as many compliments about one
component as we did for having Spinphony
perform this year. They knocked it out of the park
and we look forward to incorporating them into
as many events as possible.
The Morgan Adams Family Foundation
I just wanted to send you a note… I know it
seems like weeks ago.. but it was 1 week ago
today that you and your delightful comrades
rocked the stage at our IMPACT opening
morning. I just wanted to tell you what an
amazing job you all did, and that afterwards I got
MANY MANY requests to know who you were,
and major kudos for having such a hip and
talented group perform that morning.
So I owe that praise to you! THANKS AGAIN.. .
You guys were all BRILLIANTLY talented. I hope
that our paths cross again! Amelia Harding,
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
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